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Abstract. The paper deals with the analytical approach to reaching compromises in coordinating objectives and resourcing business processes, algorithms and software for generating strategies – compromises for situational analysis. Unlike traditional schemes it is suggested using a vector-mode display to analytically manage both resources in a risk-tolerant way and signaling event occurrence dates in a technologically practicable schedule of a net model. Model-methodical support of linear business processes realization programs can be used for the algorithmic control of objectives coordination and resourcing when controlling program realization of linear engineering, e.g. highway and oil-and-gas pipeline engineering, railway and power lines engineering, etc., i.e. engineering of technologically one-type objects linearly allocated in space. The experimental calculations based on actual construction programs confirmed the model construction adequacy, practical usefulness of the modeling results and modeling solutions in the system coordination of objectives and resourcing linear business processes.
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Introduction

Mathematical representation of developing a set of events based on a long-life network model under limited resources and scheduled time of the deadline issues the challenge of coordinating these signaling dates and funding required. In case of discoordination different risks in achieving business goals arise (Merkevicius et al. 2015; Stádník et al. 2016). Their character lies in various behavior modes and response mechanisms of market agents to any particular preferences: tightening or liberalizing the dates of signaling event occurrence and options of expectative dynamics of the resources consumed.

Risk indicators in reaching objectives in the system involved depend on the “singularity” and network constraints describing organizational technologic element links of business processes giving rise to domain walls of minimum obligatory and maximum technologically allowed funding (Burinsiene, Pipiriene 2014; Davidaviciene 2008). Knowing these domain walls provides best practices to quickly monitor and assess the balance and consistency of the resource supply plans in compliance with the scheduled time of business process realization as a whole (Burinsiene 2015; Davidaviciene, Meidute 2012). A risk measure is traditionally built on the basis of the geometrical probability definition (Janeliuniene, Davidaviciene 2012). Kanev (2014) assuming domain walls of minimum required and maximum available funding (Fig. 1) as a set of all elementary outcomes.

Previous research

At the same time solves the problem of integration of different network models of systems in the control circuits (Rybaltsky 1979; Rykunov 2000; Prykin 1991; Pavlovsky 1979). Management of large-scale building complexes on the basis of network models were made from the perspective of system analysis and control theory (Larin 1994).

The task of coordinating objectives and its well-balanced resourcing risk is aggregated as follows (Aleshina 2004; Rybaltsky 1979). The circuit-free oriented graph G without end vertices with jobs is set \( G \).

For every network graph the job performance time \( \tau_{ij} \geq 0 \), a resource consumed \( t_{ij} \in L \) and annual dynamics of its utilization according to the schedule date \([0, T] \) when doing job at the time zero \( b_{ij}(0) \) have been defined.

On the network graph it is critical to specify the following scheduled job \( P = \{t_{ij} \mid ij \in G\} \), where \( t_{ij} \) – starting time of job performance \( ij \), wherein the dynamics of resource employment \( R(P) = \{R_{ij}(P) \mid 0 \leq t \leq T; i = 1, \ldots, T, l \in L \} \) deviate minimally from the prescribed dynamics \( K = \{K_{ij} \mid t = 1, \ldots, T, l \in L \} \) under normal limitations at the starting point of performance, event time and scheduled control event time.

In this case, scheduled event time and suggested planned resource dynamics \( K \) are defined model-independently by experts. The balance requirement should be imposed to dynamics, because unbalanced resources development either hinders investment process from development (at high peaks of resources employment), or supposes irrational use of available production capacity (at sharp fall of utilization capacity).

The problem was solved as a rule by man-machine interaction, supposing that technologically available employment of each resource was initially determined under scheduled dates given. The approach proposed in the paper results is free of «interactive subjectivity» and aimed at analytical algorithm presentation of the problem considered including its multiresource character.

For methodological generality, it should be noticed that the attempts (Kanev 1981, 2009) of a non-classical network model for solving the issues in question have already been undertaken. Objectives coordination and resourcing process have been described with the system of finite difference equations with piecewise continuous control – time functions and a definite set structure \( U(t) \) has been assigned about these functions. Given that starting time of jobs has been described with the Heaviside function. Because of solving this task based on Pontryagin’s maximum principle optimal control has been chosen, i.e. business process realization time has been minimized with due account for resource and technological (network) restrictions to program implementation (Bouleimen, Lecocq 2003).

The main peculiar feature and advantage of this approach consists in solving an inverse task – variable intensities. It eliminates the need to fix the duration of job performance on the network model thus greatly facilitating the information support of tasks in the network statement. Constructing a control model based on the discrete principle of maximum absolutely differs from the approach using a network planning unit or any other mathematical programming method in the fact that all variables are unequal both in the model record itself and in the solution algorithm and result interpretation. Deliberate division of the whole space of variables into a subspace of program states and that of control functions and a definite set structure

Methodology

The research methodology uses evidence-based approach that for all available job schedules, network model measures the composed functions appropriately designed for network capacity belong to the enclosed domain, and a set of constraints describing this domain is determined. The distinctive feature of these constraints is that they do not depend on the schedule date of business process realization because the extreme left schedule is the same under different schedule dates (Kolish, Hartmann 2006). Moreover, using these relations one can know what adjustments should be made in the resources supply plan, if it is not coordinated with the schedule date of the business process realization.

In one-resource model the business process realization is described by the network graph \( G \) on the time interval \([O, T] \) (circuit-free and without end vertices) with jobs \( ij \in G = G_1 \cup G_2 \) where \( G_1 \) – a set of jobs requiring a resource to be performed, \( G_2 \) – a set of \( ij \notin G_1 \). Job time \( \tau_{ij} (ij \in G) \) and dynamics of resource utilization at the time zero of their performance initiation \( b_{ij}(O) (ij \in G_1) \) are given at the edges of a graph. Job time and resource utilization capacity by period performance are not supposed to depend on the time calendar intervals, herewith jobs are performed without interruption within them, model variables are the following: \( P = \{P_{ij} \mid ij \in G\} \) – a schedule time of a net graph \( G \), stating for all \( ij \in G \) their performance initiation time \( P_{ij} \), so that \( b_{ij}(P_{ij}) = \{b_{ij}(P_{ij}) \mid n = 1, T\} \) – are vectors characterizing dynamics of resource utilization by planning periods in the course of jobs \( ij \in G_1 \) at their performance
initiation at points of calendar time \( P_y \). Then \( X(P) = \sum_{ij \in G_1} b_{ij}(P_y) \) - a vector characterizing dynamics of resource aggregated utilization at scheduled job performance \( P \).

Results

Mapping the schedule \( P \) by a resource development vector \( X(P) \) one can take advantage of a square matrix inversion \( A \) of size \( T \), having the following structure:

\[
A = \begin{bmatrix}
\mathbf{1}_{O \cdot (T-1)} & 1 \\
\mathbf{e}(T-1) \cdot \mathbf{x}(T-1) & \mathbf{0}_{O \cdot (T-1) \times x1}
\end{bmatrix},
\]

where \( \mathbf{e} \), \( \mathbf{O} \) - identity and zero matrices respectively.

When using these matrices and parameters

\[
\lambda_{ij} = \begin{cases}
1 - \tau_y + [\tau_y, \text{if } \tau_y > [\tau_y] \newline
O, \text{if } \tau_y = [\tau_y] (ij \in G_1)
\end{cases}
\]

a network model is put in the logical way:

\[
P_y = t_y + (1 - \alpha_{ij}) \Delta_{ij} + \alpha_{ij} \lambda_{ij} (ij \in G_1);
\]

\[
t_y \geq O, \quad \text{integer} (ij \in G_1);
\]

\[
\Delta_{ij} = \begin{cases}
O, & (ij \in G_1) \\
1 & (ij \in G_1)
\end{cases}
\]

\[
O \leq \alpha_{ij} \leq 1 (ij \in G_1).
\]

Points of calendar time \( P_y \) of job performance initiation \( ij \in G_1 \) are given as scalar functions of arguments \( t_y, \alpha_{ij}, \Delta_{ij} \), being the parameters mapped \( P_y \) in \( b_{ij}(P_y) \) under constraints (2) - (4):

\[
P_y + \tau_y \leq P_{jk} (ij, ik \in G).
\]

Network constraints at points of job performance initiation:

\[
P_{im} + \tau_{in} \leq T (iN \in G).
\]

The initiation point of a top event \( N \) of graph \( G \) does not exceed the schedule date duration:

\[
P_y + \tau_{ij} \leq S_j (j \in Z \subset G, ij \in G).
\]

For a set of milestones \( Z \) their initiation points do not exceed schedule dates \( S_j \):

\[
X(P) = \sum_{ij \in G_1} \left( (1 - \alpha_{ij}) A_{ij}^{T} b_{ij} + \alpha_{ij} A_{ij}^{T} b_{ij} \lambda_{ij} \right).
\]

The aggregated dynamics of resource utilization \( X(P) \) is determined by scheduled jobs \( P \) of a network graph \( G \).

At the first-stage control coordination of long-term the true progress of jobs is required to be assessed. It includes: \( S = \{S_j \mid j \in Z \subset G\} \) - a schedule date of step-by-step business process realization (objectives): \( K = \{K_n \mid n = \overline{1, T}\} \) - a plan dynamics of investments. The formal objective is to analyze the system solvability (I) – (8) under constraints:

\[
X_n(P) = K_n^{T} (n = \overline{1, T}).
\]

In case investments are considered to be non-stock resources:

\[
\sum_{m=1}^{m} X_n(p) \leq \sum_{n=1}^{n} K_n (m = \overline{1, T}).
\]

If it is supposed to stock up investments in time.
It is suggested to start analyzing with calculations of late available start of job performance initiation $t_{ij}^{m}$ ($ij \in G$) under constraints (5)–(7) and a delay detection in the program realization deadline:

$$G_3 = \{ij \in G_i | t_{ij}^{m} < 0\}$$ - a set of jobs, for which a lag is admitted;

$$3_{ij} = \begin{cases} 0 & (ij \notin G_3) \\ \min\left\{t_{ij}^{m} - \tau_{ij} | (ij \in G_3)\right\} & \text{time delays in job performance dates;} \end{cases}$$

$$3_{ij}^s = \max_{k \in G} \left(3_{ki}^s + 3_{kj}^s \right) \quad (ij \in G)$$ - time delays to the point of job performance start;

$$3_{ij}^c = 3_{ij}^s + 3_{ij} \quad (ij \in G)$$ - time delays to the point of job completion;

$$Q_{ij} = \sum_{n=1}^{\lfloor \frac{3_{ij}}{1} \rfloor + 1} \left(1 \times \left(3_{ij} - \lfloor 3_{ij} \rfloor \right) \right) (ij \in G_3)$$ - volume of underinvestments for jobs;

$$Q = \sum_{ij \in G_3} Q_{ij}$$ - a total volume of underutilized means.

As alternative solutions of delays the reduction job intensification (critical path reduction task), business process reengineering either job organization flow change (graph topology variability) or deadlines extension are suggested (Qi et al. 2014). Revealed deviation removed and model parameters appropriately updated, coordination of planned investment behavior with a schedule time of business process strategic parameters realization at a set of available schedules is analyzed.

This analysis is supposed to start with dynamics prediction of investment utilization from the extreme left $X(P^s)$ and extreme right $X(P^n)$ job schedule. It is shown that for the model (1-8) the following is correct:

$$x(P) \subseteq D = D^n \cap D^s,$$

where

$$D^n = \left\{ Y \in E^T / \sum_{m=1}^{n} X_m(P^n)(m = 1, T) \right\},$$

$$D^s = \left\{ Y \in E^T / \sum_{m=1}^{n} X_m(P^s)(m = 1, T) \right\}.$$

Based on the above the regulating restrictions system for investments plan admissibility and algorithmically simple test procedures of its coordination with the schedule time of the implementation is set:

$$\sum_{m=1}^{n} X_m(P^s) \geq \sum_{m=1}^{n} X_m(P^n)(m = 1, T).$$

The requirement for a plan feasibility in case of a non-stock resource is:

$$\sum_{m=1}^{n} K_m^s \geq \sum_{m=1}^{n} X_m(P^n)(m = 1, T).$$

A necessary and sufficient condition for a plan admissibility in case of a stock resource is:

$$\bar{K}_1^n = K_1^n - \max \left( O, K_1^n - X_1(P^s) \right);$$

$$\bar{K}_1^n = K_1^n - \max \left( O, K_1^n + \sum_{m=1}^{n-1} \bar{K}_m^n - \sum_{m=1}^{n} X_m(P^s)(n = 2, T).$$

The maximum utilization dynamics of a non-stock resource as intended is as follows:

$$H_n^c = \max \left( O, \sum_{m=1}^{n} X_m(P^n) - K_m^c \right)(n = 1, T);$$

$$H_n^u = \max \left( O, \sum_{m=1}^{n} X_m(P^n) - \bar{K}_m^u \right)(n = 1, T).$$
The amount of the minimum required increase of a resource volume for \( n \) first measures of the schedule date \([0, T]\) for a program realization in a schedule time

\[ \varepsilon \geq l - 1. \quad (17) \]

The lower bound of the minimum possible total delay for all schedule dates due to a lack of investments, where \( l \) – a minimum possible integer, for which the following inequality is true:

\[
\sum_{n=1}^{m-l} X_n (P^m) \leq \sum_{n=1}^{m} K^c_n \quad (m = l + 1, T); \\
\sum_{n=1}^{m-l} X_n (P^m) \leq \sum_{n=1}^{m} K^c_n \quad (m = l + 1, T); \\
Q^* \geq \sum_{n=T-t+1}^{T} X_n (P^m). \quad (18)
\]

The minimal volume of fund underutilization on the interval \([0, T]\) due to a time delay \( v_m \)

\[
\hat{N} \geq \max_{m = 1, T} \frac{\sum_{n=1}^{m} X_n (P^m)}{m} \quad (19)
\]

The lower bound of a technologically insuperable vertex of the resource development on the interval \([0, T]\).

**Discussion**

Graphically basic relationships are shown on Figure 1, where \( L_j, L_n \) – accumulation curves of investment utilization from the extreme left and extreme right job schedule, \( L_0 \) – a planned dynamics of investments.

The alternative elimination of the unbalance found is:
- a planned investment dynamics change (II) – (I6), (I9),
- extending deadlines of the whole business process realization (I7),
- a job scope reduction (I8) or its intensification (shortening of the critical path or a graph topology variation).

In the latter the domain \( D \) must be enlarged in such a way for the planned dynamics curve \( L_0 \) to be inside it (Vanhoucke et al. 2001).

At the next test stage it is supposed to freeze the domain of feasible search for a next-scheduled current plan \( P = \{ P_{ij} \mid ij \in G_1 \} \) investment utilization for program jobs: \( bh_i t_y^{PH} \geq P_{ij} \geq bh_i t_y^{PH} \quad (ij \in G_1) \) – a planned volume of the investment utilization in this year job \( ij \in G_1 \) cannot exceed the utilization volume at its early start \( t_y^{PH} \) cannot
be lower than the utilization volume at late allowable date \( t_{ij}^m \); 
\[
\sum_{ij \in G_t} \Pi_{ij} = K_1 - \text{a cumulative volume of the planned utilization of investments equals their year limit.}
\]

To analyze the adopted plan and its adjustment it is suggested to bring in a model (I)–(8) the following constraints:
\[
P_{ij} = 1 - \Pi_{ij} / b_{ij}^0 (0) \quad (ij \in G_t)
\]
and to start job performance according to the adopted plan.

The model (I)–(10), (20) is analyzed on the basis of the above scheme that assesses the performance consequences of the adopted current plan.

In a multiresource network model the investments are differentiated on business process objects and the constraint (8) in the model (I) – (IO) is modified as follows:
\[
X^m (P) = \sum_{ij \in G_t} \left( \left(1 - \alpha_{ij} \right) A_{ij}^m + b_{ij}^m (0) + \alpha_{ij} A_{ij}^m \left( \lambda_{ij} \right) \right) \quad (m = \bar{m}, M)
\]
where:

- \( m \) – an index of the resource utilized and \( M \) – the amount;
- \( b_{ij}^m \left( P_{ij} \right) \) – a \( T \)-measured vector of \( m \) – resource utilization in the job \( ij \in G_t \) at its start at the time point \( P_{ij} X^m (P) \) – a sum vector of utilization of the \( m \) – a resource when performing all jobs \( ij \in G \) on the schedule \( P \).

The investment plan in a multiresource task is as follows:
\[
K_m = \left( K_m / n = \bar{1}, T \right) \quad (m = \bar{m}, M).
\]

The test procedures in this case can be performed on the above scheme either for a fixed allocation of investments or with a free distribution of investments between business process objects.

A few more considerations on the separation of procedures and functions for monitoring the coherence of targets and resource security. The implementation of operational management of the progress of large-scale linear construction requires that the level of senior management be concentrated at the level of centralized control over the fulfillment of final and intermediate program-target tasks. This leads to a vertical disaggregation of the monitoring function by the levels of program management to the separation of strategic (general) control from tactical (operational) in the centralization of the first and decentralization of the second. In contrast to tactical control over the implementation of current planning decisions, strategic control should be aimed at solving problems of effective use of resources in the future to achieve the ultimate program goals and should concentrate attention of the top management on the implementation of program-target tasks, rather than on obtaining current “momentary” results.

It has been repeatedly established (Kanev 1981) that in practice these aspects of control are often sacrificed to the tasks of operational management. The inaccuracy of certain planning decisions taken by the program bodies in their orientation towards obtaining current results does not often lead to a breakdown in the implementation of target tasks. This reduces the software development impact and leads to significant losses.

In these conditions, a systematic centralized control is needed not only for implementation, but also for the development of plans. The essence of this control should not consist in fixing the inadequacy of the plan to the ultimate program objectives, but in preventing it by timely forming the requirements that the plan must objectively satisfy.

When implementing long-term programs, the inadequacy of centrally-made decisions to ultimate goals is manifested, on the one hand, in the imbalance of certain sections of the Perspective plan, and on the other hand, in the inconsistency of current and future planning assignments. Ensuring the balance and consistency of plans in the process of implementing the program is difficult due to a constant change in its status and the possibility of emergence of situations where the originally adopted directive cannot be fulfilled. Therefore, the centralized control is offered consistently in two stages:

- control of the implementation of the long-term plan and its adequacy to the actual state of the program;
- monitoring the consistency of current and future planning targets.

That is why we hope that the development of a model algorithmic apparatus for the implementation of such control can be performed on the basis of the decomposition approach to modeling the process of program management. This requires a system of models of at least three types:

- accounting,
- control,
- planning.

The accounting model should be used to analyze the accumulated statistical information and to reveal the patterns inherent in the controlled object.

Planning model – to optimize planning decisions.
The model of control – for the formation of endogenous constraints (hereinafter area D, Fig. 1), which should be met by allowable plans, and to assess the consistency of these constraints with exogenously specified goals.

It is quite natural that in order to control the implementation of a long-term construction program, it is advisable to use the network model in the simulation mode. Procedures for analyzing such a model should be based on the set of its admissible schedules for given periods of occurrence of control events, since the implementation of the same fixed directive detailed schedule for the implementation of the long-term program, on the one hand, is unrealistic, and with the other, Maneuvering resources, which reduces the flexibility of management and reliability of the implementation of the ultimate program objectives (Bouleimen, Lecocq 2003).

We have worked out the basic scheme of automatic control of the program with the use of an imitation control system, which includes blocks for modifying the state of the program, displaying the accepted hypotheses by the network model, diagnosing errors and evaluating the planned decisions. In this case, as shown above for monitoring, you can use both a single resource and a multi-resource network model, in which capital investments can relate to a stored or non-storable type (Neumann, Zimmermann 2000).

To check the performance of model-methodological support several experimental calculation cycles were carried out. These calculations were carried out on a multi-resource network model of a modular structure. The model contains more than 2 million jobs.

A peculiar feature of the calculations is their direct practical focus on two levels of management: management of investment resources and direct management of the owners of the business processes.

The first series of experimental calculation was performed at the initial stage of a fifteen-year investment cycle. As a result of the calculations, it was found that the overall deadline starting complex of all large-scale project was directly predetermined by a number of specific business processes, having a “cork” character for a linear structure. It should be paid the utmost attention. Envisaged in the draft the construction organization would provide the realization of the entire program at substantial intensification of work (1.4 times) and increasing the volume of investments by 17% from the initial plan.

The next series of calculations was performed at the regular time of monitoring. Calculations confirmed the possibility to meet the planned deadlines of the project, but to meet several intermediate deadlines requires a fairly significant increase in funding of specific business processes. Thus, the results obtained, on the one hand, have shown the inconsistency of a design options-term plan with the actual state and identified the need to adjust it. On the other hand, they have shown the groundlessness of the rational spending hypothesis adopted at the first stage of calculations.

The next series of calculations has been performed because of the new government decrees on changing the investment process structure and volumes. Calculations have defined the area of technologically necessary funding (area D, Fig. 1) for meeting deadlines and policy developments. Further, in a monitoring mode at each stage the calculations were carried out to assess the feasibility of implementation of the approved plan of business processes with the diagnosis of critical and sub-critical range of jobs with the risk assessment of the exit from the domain D and the parameters of necessary intensification of separate business processes. All these results have shown high efficiency of the developed model-methodological support. Calculations and detailed scenarios including a quantitative assessment of the simulation results one can see in the following sources (Kanev 1981; Kanev, Shevtsova 2015, 2014).

**Limitations**

All fundamental results have been obtained analyzing linear business processes. However, linearity itself was particularly a peculiarity simplifying the job with a network model. Standardized modules – a network graph of the elementary business process (interstation spans when railway engineering) have been replicated in a special way having a connection in the spaced generic linear net structure (e.g., when modeling a gas pipe line construction – the whole main pipe). The obtained results on the marked space analytics of minimum technologically required and maximum technologically possible funding (at fixed network topology) can be used without any negative impact for nonlinear business processes.

It should be noted that in the scientific and methodical works and educational materials of recent years can be traced quite clearly by the authors (Phillip, Garcia-Diaz 1984; Project Management Institute 2008; Anshin, Ilyina 2013) position on the need to allow communication of the analytical resource vector network model with the parameters of the possible and feasible schedules.

**Conclusions**

Summing it up, at least three conclusions can be made. First, model-methodical support of linear business processes realization programs can be used for the algorithmic control of objectives coordination and resourcing when controlling program realization of linear engineering, e.g. highway and oil-and-gas pipeline engineering, railway and power lines engineering, etc., i.e. engineering of technologically one-type objects linearly allocated in space.

Secondly, using specialized software and algorithms support one can fill in the input documents, find errors in the given data, analyze aggregated indicators of job progress, simulate the workflow organization with a network...
model, outline deviations in construction periods, causes and ways of job intensification, and also make multiple-path calculations of modeling balances when controlling planned dynamics coordination of investments under the scheduled time of putting an object into action. All calculations can be made in a cross-section of the whole business process and an aggregated package of jobs for various kinds of their performance (optimistic, pessimistic, expected) both taking into account the adopted current plan and ignoring it.

Thirdly, the experimental calculations based on actual construction programs confirmed the model construction adequacy, practical usefulness of the modeling results and modeling solutions in the system coordination of objectives and resourcing linear business processes.
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